FEATHER SHAWL
A simple shawl featuring diagonal lines that works beautifully in either a variegated or semi-solid yarn.

DESIGNED BY: Robbie Laughlin

SKILL LEVEL: Intermediate

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS:
Width 152 cm / 60”
Length 58 cm / 23”

MATERIALS:
- 1 skein of MANOS DEL URUGUAY ALEGRIA
  75% merino wool, 25% nylon
  Approx 100 g and 407 m per skein
  Shown in colour: #A9002 Peacock
- Circular needle 4.5 mm / US 7, 60 cm / 24” long
  or size to obtain gauge
- 4 stitch markers
- Tapestry needle

GAUGE:
19 sts and 30 rows = 10 cm / 4” in stocking stitch after blocking.

GLOSSARY

M1L - Insert the left-hand needle, from front to back, under the strand of yarn which runs between the stitch just worked and the next stitch on the left-hand needle, knit this stitch through the back loop.

M1R - Insert the left-hand needle, from back to front, under the strand of yarn which runs between the stitch just worked and the next stitch on the left-hand needle, knit this stitch through the front loop.

SL1 - On Right Side Rows:
Slip the next stitch as if to knit, with the yarn in back.
On Wrong Side Rows:
Slip the next stitch as if to purl, with the yarn in front.

ABBREVIATIONS
k — knit
p — purl
pm — place marker
R — row
sm — slip marker
* * — repeat instructions following the asterisks as directed

INSTRUCTIONS

Garter Tab Setup
Using Long-Tail method, cast on 3 sts.
Knit 6 rows. You should now have three garter ridges on your fabric.

Place a marker, and turn your work 90 degrees clockwise and pick up one stitch in each of the three garter ridges that you created. Place a marker, and pick up three stitches along the cast-on edge. (9 sts) K3, SM, P1, PM, K1, PM, P1, SM, K3.

Stitch Pattern Setup
R1: K3, SM, M1R, K1, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, K1, M1L, SM, K3.
R2: K3, SM, purl to marker, SM, K1, SM, purl to marker, SM, K3.
R3: K3, SM, M1R, P2, SL1, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, SL1, P2, M1L, SM, K3.
R4: K3, SM, P1, K2, SL1, P1, SM, K1, SM, P1, SL1, K2, P1, SM, K3.
R5: K3, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K3.
R6: K3, SM, purl to marker, SM, K1, SM, purl to marker, SM, K3.

Main Body Pattern
R1: K3, SM, M1R, P1, *SL1, P2, repeat from * to marker, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, **P2, SL1, repeat from ** to 1 st before marker, P1, M1L, SM, K3.
R2: K3, SM, K2, *SL1, K2, repeat from * to 1 st before marker, P1, SM, K1, SM, P1, K2, **SL1, K2, repeat from ** to marker, SM, K3.
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R3: K3, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K3.
R4: K3, SM, purl to marker, SM, K1, SM, purl to marker, SM, K3.
R5: K3, SM, M1R, K1, *P2, SL1, repeat from * to 1 st before marker, P1, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, P1. **SL1, P2, repeat from ** to 1 st before marker, K1, M1L, SM, K3.
R6: K3, SM, P2, K2, *SL1, K2, repeat from * to marker, SM, K1, SM, K2, **SL1, K2, repeat from ** to 2 sts before marker, P2, SM, K3.
R7: K3, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K3.
R8: K3, SM, purl to marker, SM, K1, SM, purl to marker, SM, K3.
R9: K3, SM, M1R, P2, *SL1, P2, repeat from * to 1 st before marker, K1, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, K1, P2, **SL1, P2, repeat from ** to marker, M1L, SM, K3.
R10: K3, SM, P1, *K2, SL1, repeat from * to 1 st before marker, P1, SM, K1, SM, P1, **SL1, K2, repeat from ** to 1 st before marker, P1, SM, K3.
R12: K3, SM, purl to marker, SM, K1, SM, purl to marker, SM, K3.

Repeat Rows 1-12 or body pattern, ten more times.
Repeat Rows 1-8 once more.

Edging
R1: K3, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K1, SM, M1R, knit to marker, M1L, SM, K3.
R2: Knit, slipping markers as you come to them.

Repeat Edging Rows 1&2, once more.
Bind off loosely.

FINISHING
Weave in ends.
Block to Finished Measurements.

This is a free pattern. For more free patterns visit www.estelleyarns.com

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, however we cannot be responsible for variance of individual knitters, human, or typographical errors.